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INTRODUCTION
Welkom to the most unique cycling event in the U.S., the Belgian Waf-

fle Ride, affectionately known as the BWR. This is 11th anniversary of the 

irreverent event and on offer this time around is an overhauled, dirtier, 

more entertaining and longer route of 222-kilometers (137.4-miles), more 

than 88-kms (55.4-miles) of which are run over off-road or shall we say 

‘unroad’ sectors — essentially Cali-cobbles. This course doesn’t climb as 

much as the 2021 route, but it’s harder and technically much more chal-

lenging. We’re delighted to share it with you and the biggest gears you can 

fit on your bike. 

Last year, we had over 4,000 register to take on the waffle — the larg-

est attendance of any race like it. The route shared then had been laud-

ed as the best yet, with 80-km (48-miles) of unroad sectors over 214-km 

(132-miles). The Wafer course had a record attendance for its 114-km (71-

mile) rocky route, and this year it has expanded to a 123-km (76.6-mile) 

course. And we’ve again added an opportunity for riders to get a taste of 

the Waffle with the Wanna, which is 72-km (45-miles). 

The Waffle will take place on Saturday, April 30, starting at 7:30 a.m., 

and the Wafer and Wanna Rides will take place on Sunday, May 1, at 7:30 

a.m. There is the new category, the Dubbel Header, which is for badass 

riders doing both the Saturday Waffle and the Sunday Wafer. DUBBEL 

THE PLEASURE.
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Our charitable partners this year are 
OpiCure Foundation and San Diego 
Mountain Biking Association (SDMBA)

For 2022, for the entire Quadrupel Crown of Gravel series, Monuments 

of Cycling has partnered with OpiCure Foundation, which is a 501(c)(3) 

nonprofit committed to bringing awareness of opioid addiction, redefin-

ing best practices for recovery and devoting resources to affect positive 

change in the Utah community and beyond. Together, MoC and OpiCure 

want to raise awareness about the opioid crisis by using these large grav-

el races across the United States to showcase the power of the bicycle. 

OpiCure Foundation is built around a strong team, including stand-out cy-

clists and founders, Cullen and Griffin Easter. The medical advisory board 

includes top addiction doctors and the cycling advisory board includes 

some of America’s top cycling names, Chris Horner and Howard Grotts. To 

learn more about OpiCure Foundation visit www.OpiCure.org. 

And again, Monuments of Cycling has teamed up with SDMBA to raise 

funds for the mission of the San Diego Mountain Bike Association which 

is to improve trail access for biking in San Diego County. This volunteer 

driven organization advocates for outdoor recreational access through-

out San Diego County, fosters respect for the environment and educates 

trail users in safe and appropriate mountain biking use, provides expert 

assistance in sustainable trail design, building, and maintenance and 

works with other trail user groups, land managers, and policy makers to 

develop fair and responsible policies governing the use of public and pri-

vate lands. To learn more, visit www.SDMBA.com

Don’t forget to sign to win a Canyon Bike 

and raise money for SDMBA at this link.

http://www.OpiCure.org
http://www.SDMBA.com
https://sdmba.givingfuel.com/choose-your-canyon-2022
https://sdmba.givingfuel.com/choose-your-canyon-2022
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The only Euro-style Spring Classic (x five) on American soil, the BWR is 

once again being supported by the Lost Abbey Brewery, the coolest Bel-

gian-inspired brewery anywhere west of Flanders, with the race venue 

hosted at the nearby North City in San Marcos, where the BWR Expo will 

have Draft Republic at the center of the festivities! Not to worry, not only 

will the race offer up the same type of insanity, challenge and unparal-

leled experience that has made it notorious and noteworthy, the BWR at 

North City also offers a special final Kermesse Kross circuit that all riders 

will get to enjoy, tackle or otherwise survive in order to get to the actual 

finish line. This final cross-style finish will give fans and riders an extra bit 

of fun in celebrating the survival of all three of the BWR course options. 

The 2022 edition has drawn way more world-class cyclists from around 

the globe than ever before… many coming to take on defending champi-

ons, Peter Stetina and Katerina Nash, and many more just to partake of 

the unique challenge of the day. Riders coming to win will have their work 

cut out for them, as this year the pro field is DEEP, because they have 

come to compete for the largest prize purse on offer for any gravel race 

ever with over $50,000 in cash and prizes. This year everyone will get to 

share the same start line with one massive field taking off at once.

The race has a growing cult following of fervent racers from cyclo-

cross, road, unroad, and mountain biking that could be related to the 

BWR’s stature in the now crowded event space of Gravel Racing, which 

wasn’t a thing when the BWR took riders into the dirt on their road bikes 

all those years ago. It’s important to note, the BWR was never set up to be 

a grinder event; it’s a road race punctuated by severe terrain and 88-kilo-

meters of unroad riding, much of which some riders wish would be gravel. 

No matter, the BWR has become known as much for its difficulty — all the 

glorious trappings of the Belgian Spring Classics — as it has for the cele-

bratory atmosphere that pervades its every funky facet. 

We have added the Lentz is More MTB category again for the Waffle this 

year in honor of our friend and hardman, Kevin Lentz, who tragically passed 

away from injuries suffered from a vehicle collision while on his Mountain 

WHAT
EXPECTTO
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Bike. This is not for the faint of heart or purple card recipients. All proceeds 

from the Lentz is More race entires are given to Kevin’s family. 

Now in its eighth year, the Belgian Wafer Ride is currently set to have 

riders cover 123-km (76.6-mile) of the BWR’s tricky trails, hellacious hills 

and rolling roads. This year, Junior Wafer riders (18 & Under) will compete 

for a $5,000 prize purse! Percent-to-total, the Wafer is a little dirtier than 

the Waffle and takes riders on many of the most difficult unroad sectors 

featured in the Waffle. Granted, Wafer riders do miss out on 60-miles of dif-

ficult climbing and the most technical sectors like The Zwartenberg, High-
land Arendberg, The Pamoberg, Hatfield Kreek and Wildeman Wildernis. 
We do anticipate many Wafeurs migrating up to the Waffle next year.

And then there is the Wanna Ride. A chance for riders new to this type 

of an event to take on a 72-km (45-miles) portion of both the Waffle and 

Wafer. While the Wanna is short, it still has challenging dirt and the final 

climb to contend with and also features the iconic Lemontwistenberg, 
Kakaboulet, Questhavensbergen and Muur van Dubbelberg sectors.

Finishing the Waffle redefines a rider’s previous personal limitations. 

For those unprepared, who show up to play checkers instead of chess, 

the race can be brutal. For everyone who rides, the experience carves a 

deep memory of magical moments of humanity between strangers and 

friends along the way, as overcoming the challenges of the event con-

nects people in meaningful and untold ways.

As mentioned earlier, this year’s BWR will have the deepest field of 

professional riders in the event’s history and an expansive list of hungry 

amateur riders drawn to the unique opportunity to race alongside their 

heroes, like World Tour and top pro riders, Amber Neben, Tiffany Crom-
well, Alex Howes, Ian Boswell, Hannah Finchamp, Matteo Jorgenson, Kat-
erina Nash, Eddie Anderson, Moriah Wilson, Ted King, Lauren De Crescen-
zo, Adam Roberge, Brennan Wertz, IZ King, Colin Strickland, Kathy Pruitt 

or Peter Stetina, who won the 2019 and 2021 editions. 

Prior to the event, there will be a special BWR VIP event at Lost Ab-
bey on Thursday, April 28 at 6 pm to 9:00 pm This is open to everyone! 
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At the VIP event, the course will be revealed in detail, there will special 

race-related presentations riders won’t want to miss, the pros will be in-

terviewed, and cyclists of all stripes will be able to rub shoulders with all 

the celebrities on hand for the epic weekend.

On Friday, Saturday and Sunday (4/29—5/1), the BWR Unroad Expo will 

take in and around Draft Republic at North City, San Marcos (255 Redel 

Road), which is a big draw on its own, promising to be the largest cycling 

party of the year in Southern California. Unless one is attending the VIP 

on Thursday night, festivities kick-off Friday at 9:00 am, April 29th, when 

a variety of pre-ride and fun-ride options will leave from the Expo, which 

will feature over 70 exhibitors and run until 6:00 pm

The Belgian theme will be in full force with a host of unique entertain-

ment features. A variety of craft beers reflecting the monastic brewing 

traditions of Belgium, especially a few from the Lost Abbey, will be a fea-

tured attraction for this unique occasion at Draft Republic. Of course, 

there will be warm Belgian waffles being cooked up by Gear Grinder Grill 

all weekend.

Attendees can peruse a wide range of offerings from event sponsors 

and over 70 vendors, test ride a Canyon and people watch in Belgian bliss. 

This event is the kick-off of the Quadrupel Crown of Gravel for 2022, 

the largest gravel series in the world. For all information on the Quadrupel 

Crown please visit: https://quadrupelcrownofgravel.com

https://quadrupelcrownofgravel.com
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If you want to get technical, it’s the only race of its kind that covers as 

much distance of combined road and unroad sectors through the beau-

tiful North County scenery and terribly challenging terrain. It’s also the 

largest event of its kind and is known as the premier and hardest race, 

too, and the most unique one-day cycling event in the country, because 

everyone says it is. But, its 222-kilometers of suffering over sinuous, bone 

grinding roads, sandy trails and single-tracks fraught with rocks, arduous 

climbs, mud, cacti, water crossings, choking dust, in head-swelling heat 

(or rain) fought against the wind (always a headwind) make it so. 

And yet, we like to think it’s special because the BWR can be a meta-
phor for something much bigger… 

The literal BWR starts out as a celebration (with waffles) and the 

promise of greatness to follow (riding bikes is great), which includes Lost 

Abbey Belgian ale at the end. But the journey really begins the day one 

registers to take it on. Once committed, there is indeed greatness and 

excitement, but there are also ups and downs with pandemics, injuries, 

life challenges, mechanicals and flat tires. Things we sometimes don’t 

wager on. While there may be a plan for training, and there certainly is a 

course to navigate, there is no proverbial ‘unroad map’ on how to survive 

when things go sideways. The BWR offers an extreme event for the best 

among us, but also a simple, back-to-the-basics challenge that makes it 

irresistible to some… though frightening to onlookers. Still, others find 

some deeper meaning attached to the journey. It’s transcendent. 

And then, there is the finish. The elation. The joy. The reconnecting 

with loved ones and the celebration of the BWR experience… memories 

that sustain. 

The metaphor can take on the parallels of our life experiences. If we 

heed the lessons that our training imparts, we stand to gain many advan-

tages for life in general. There are a number of edifying and entertain-

ing nuggets that can be gleaned from this pursuit. The reality is the road 

is going to go up and down and things can get a bit dirty along the way, 

literally and metaphorically. Our work to get ready for such a challenge 

WHAT
MAKES
THE 
BWR 
SPECIAL? 
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carries with it a parallel to our life. No matter who we are, we’re all con-

fronted with trails and stipulations, trials and tribulations, the heartening 

home runs and heartbreaks, setbacks and setups – all in the span of 7- or 

15-hours, or something in between. Sectors in the BWR can serve as a 

reminder that some things aren’t as bad as we thought, and others are 

unexpectedly hard; like life. 

Like a test, a presentation, a graduation, a ceremony, the BWR is just 

a punctuating moment on the calendar, an affirmation of where we are 

right at that instant. It’s a reflection of our current standing and stability 

in our growth as athletes; as humans. 

The BWR suggests a lot about our character, but does not represent 

it completely. It does, however, provide us an annual North Star to orient 

our day-to-day lives around. It’s pursuit, always lingering in the back of our 

minds, offers an opportunity for getting in touch with our higher selves (or 

our inner chipmunk). The testing of limits we approach along the journey 

open us up to personal growth, the transcendence of doubt and ascen-

dance to something which at times appears out of reach, much like the 

Muur Van Dubbelberg and its 23% grade. In this regard, the training is as 

important to our existence as it is to surviving or thriving in the BWR. 

The finish line can bring all sorts of surprises. For many, there is the 

elation of making it back all on their own. Others find extra joy in racing 

the whole thing, never flatting and finishing higher up the standings than 

they thought possible. Still, others finish with the same sense of peace 

and joy they started with. No matter, all rouleurs roll home with a great 

thirst for the Lost Abbey’s BWR BADASS Ale only finishers get to imbibe 

(or keep as a trophy, or both). 

Finally, whether it is our training or being immersed in the Wildeman 
Wildernis’ nasty teeth, there is inherent happiness that occurs when one 

is in the state of flow —when no other thoughts enter the mind other than 

the task at hand (which requires all of our critical thinking). Taking in all 

of the incredible moments of the event, just as one should in life, can be 

liberating. 

Listening to all the wonderful tales that manifest by way of the BWR, 

it becomes obvious that there is an internal peace to be found within the 

arc of the event, from registration to the finish line libations and sensa-

tions. The actuation of our inner spirit animal is what can make this thing 

so damn rad… there’s a majesty to reaching, aspiring and growing that is 

hard to achieve without a prism through which (like the BWR) it can be 

brought to life. We’d like the BWR to always be more than a day’s journey 

through the Hell of the West and, instead, resemble the apprenticeship of 

self-awareness, where the awareness gives way to more awareness, and 

more BWR BADASS Ale. 

The BWR, it’s a virtuous cycle and (bicycle) celebration;  
a metaphor for life. 
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THE
BWR 
UNROAD
EXPO
This year, with so many people attending and riders coming from all over 

the world to take on the Waffle, the Expo venue was moved slightly from 

last year, but still remains within North City in San Marcos; a fantastic and 

massive new development across from Cal State University San Marcos. 

The Expo will be over the course of three-days now, with all the added 

entertainment to the schedule of events. There will be live music, food, 

a massive Beer Garden at Draft Republic, entertainment, and over 70 ex-

hibitors filling out the sprawling Expo grounds. It’s through these grounds 

that the finale of each BWR race will happen by way of the Kermesse Kro-
ss finishing circuit which wends its way through and around the Expo. 

Below is the current schedule of events: 
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THURSDAY, APRIL 28

2:00 pm–8:00 pm: EXPO VENDOR LOAD IN (REDEL ROAD)

6:00 pm–7:00 pm: HAPPY HOUR: FREE MEDIA + VIP EVENT   

                         @ LOST ABBEY BREWERY (155 MATA WAY)

7:00 pm–9:00 pm: COURSE REVEAL, PRO INTERVIEWS,  

                         CHARITY PRESENTATIONS, BWR MOVIE  

                                        @ LOST ABBEY (155 MATA WAY) 

          FOOD TRUCKS WILL BE ONSITE

6:00 pm: GRAVELSTOKE SHAKEOUT IN THE HILLS RIDE   

     @ LOST ABBEY’S SAN ELIJO HILLS SANCTUARY

FRIDAY, APRIL 29

9:00 am–11:00 am: ELIEL/PABLOVE BREAKFAST BURRITO RIDE

10:00 am–6:00 pm: BWR UNROAD EXPO & REGISTRATION

12:00 pm: RIDER BRIEFING #1 @ CRANK BROTHERS STAGE 

2:00 pm: CANYON ICE CREAM SOCIAL RIDE @ CANYON BOOTH

3:00 pm: CONSUMPTION STRATEGIES BY HAMMER NUTRITION

4:00 pm: RIDER BRIEFING #2 @ CRANK BROTHERS STAGE

5:00 pm: LIVE MUSIC @ CRANK BROTHERS STAGE 

SATURDAY, APRIL 30

5:00 am: WAFFLES & COFFEE

7:00 am: RIDERS LINE UP FOR THE TIME OF THEIR LIFE

7:15 am: CALL UPS FOR PROS

7:30 am: WAFFLE RACE START

10:00 am–6:00 pm: BWR UNROAD EXPO & REGISTRATION 

3:00 pm: AWARDS CEREMONY @ CRANK BROTHERS STAGE

4:00 pm: LIVE MUSIC @ CRANK BROTHERS STAGE

6:00 pm: WELCOME PARTY FOR BWR LATE FINISHERS

4:00 pm–9:00 pm: BELGIAN BADASS POST RACE PARTY

7:00 pm–9:00 pm: THE IMPOSSIBLE ROUTE MOVIE PREMIERE  

                         @ THE LOST ABBEY  (155 MATA WAY)

SUNDAY, MAY 1

5:00 am: WAFFLES & COFFEE

7:00 am: RIDERS LINE UP FOR THE TIME OF THEIR LIFE 

7:15 am: CALL UPS FOR JUNIORS

7:30 am: WAFER & WANNA RACE START

10:00 am–4:00 pm: BWR UNROAD EXPO

2:00 pm: AWARDS CEREMONY @ CRANK BROTHERS STAGE

3:00 pm: LIVE MUSIC @ CRANK BROTHERS STAGE
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BELGIANWAFFLERIDE 2022COURSESBY THE NUMBERS

We have been able to finally get 
the county to review our proposed 

courses for this year’s race, after 
months of their ignoring the subject. We will provide the final 

routes, once permitted, just prior 
of the event. Here are the stats of 

the yet-to-be permitted routes: 
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Mountain #2

Muur van
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Mountain #3

Stuur Uw Kat

THE 2022 

BELGIAN WAFFLE RIDE
222-km / 137.4-miles

~11,000 feet of climbing

88-km / 55-miles of unroad sectors (40%)

3 KOM Sectors

3 KOS Sectors

3 KOD Sectors 

10 Feed Zones

THIS IS HOW YOU WILL SPEND MOST OF YOUR DAY 
ON APRIL 30 OR MAY 1 OR BOTH. THE REST WILL BE 
SPENT CONSUMING BELGIAN WAFFLES, FRITES 
AND LOST ABBEY ALE. KAKABOULET! 

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/38543528
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https://ridewithgps.com/routes/38543528
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THE 2022 

BELGIAN WAFER RIDE

123-km / 76.6-miles

~6,000 feet of climbing 

53-km / 33.3-miles of unroad sectors (43%)

6 Feed Zones
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https://ridewithgps.com/routes/39148845
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BELGIAN WANNA RIDE
72-km / 45-miles

~4,200

17-km / 10.8-miles of unroad sectors (24%)

4 Feed Zones
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https://ridewithgps.com/routes/38376520
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The Waffle route takes riders on a ronde through North County 
San Diego, where it will clatter through agrarian hamlets and the 
Ardennes-like hills—not over classic mountains per se, but rather a 
never-ending string of ups and downs—along unroads, single-track 
climbs, sandy trails and roughly paved roads carved through inland 
San Diego’s beautiful rural and sometimes forested backcountry. 
The 2022 course is new and features plenty of rolling hills, new and 
more unroads, and a dozen categorized climbs. Oh yeah, there will 
be a headwind most of the course and some of the climbs will re-
quire lots of gearing. 

There are a few things that make the BWR stand out, and on 
top of the list, right after the obscenity of the race course, is SUP-
PORT. This ride is supported with CHP escorts, Police, Traffic Con-
trol, Volunteers galore, follow vehicles and has 10 Feed Zones per-
fectly placed throughout its 222-km parcourse. 

More importantly, the BWR features an armada of media vans, 
Wrench House on-course support, BWR support vehicles, unroad 
support with roving mechanics that cover every inch of the 88 
plus kilometers of unroads the BWR confronts ill-prepared rid-
ers with. The number of flats and mechanicals that the team ad-
dresses for the BWR is incomparable to any other event like it or 
unlike it. Special thanks to Paul Dunlap of Wrench House for his 
unflinching support of the BWR and the team he has amassed to 
serve our unique event. 

COURSE 
DESCRIPTION
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The Course:

BELGIAN WAFFLE RIDE 
AND ITS ‘CALIFORNIA 
COBBLES’
24 unroad sectors of rough, bone-jarring Cali-cobbles—many 
of them brand new—await riders along the new “Hell of the 
West” route.

A couple years ago, Multiple National Champion, Karl Bordine, 
crashed while enjoying a four-minute lead on the Zwartenberg de-
scent of the Belgian Waffle Ride, seemingly for no reason at all. His 
front wheel vanished in the sand, putting the solo leader promptly 
on the rocks of BWR.

And so it goes on the unroad insanity of the “Monument of Grav-
el,” one of the oldest multi-surface races on the US calendar that’s 
known as the most unique cycling event in the country with its di-
abolically deviant collection of Cali-cobbles that are the hallmarks 
of the BWR’s offering.

And so many incidents like Karl’s have happened on these sec-
tors. There seems a tortured relationship with the BWR for the 
peloton and its equipment choice; here is one of the most sto-
ried races in North America, and yet or perhaps because of, it can 
proffer absolute heartbreak and misery in the form of mechan-
icals, crashes, punctures, sand, mud, and a multitude of other 
problems… like riders running out of talent on certain technical 
sectors. Alex Howes, Ted King, Amanda Naumann, Peter Stetina, 
Amity Rockwell, Brian McCulloch, Allison Tetrick, Phil Gaimon, and 
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it much safer. All told, the added unroad sectors offer more of what 
the BWR is so loved for and remove the parts that riders have come 
to accept but not embrace. The new routing also avails opportu-
nities for added Feed Zones and mechanical support. There will 
be 10 Feed Zones and roughly two-dozen support vehicles, which 
should make riders feel safer and allow them more opportunities 
for hydration and nutrition from Hammer Nutrition.

Everyone knows by now the initial off-road sector, Lemontwist-
enberg, would always be a bottleneck for all but the fastest riders 
and in the haste to get there first, the race was often very fast and 
at times dangerous at the beginning along Del Dios Hwy. Much like 
the increased pace of the pro peloton toward La troupe d’Arend-
berg in Paris-Roubaix, where it is to the great advantage of a rid-
er to be amongst the first handful of riders, this type of frenetic 
racing wont need to take place along this stretch anymore. Now, 
with a re-imagined start to the race, riders wont hit this sector un-
til nearly 40-km in, not the 20-km of the past. No longer the first 
Cali-cobble sector, it follows two other unroad sectors, so there 
will be no bottle neck, just chasing.

Riders will find this new parcourse to be incrementally more 
challenging in ways that will underscore exactly why they experi-
enced months of equivocation as to what equipment to use and 
which tires to trust. Adding to the tension that only the unknown 
can bring (cue JAWS soundtrack here), and unfortunately for vir-
tually everyone, the course cannot be revealed until the county has 
provided a permit for the event. Their permits have traditionally 
been signed over just a couple days before the starting gun fires, 
commencing the “Hell of the West.”

myriad other potential winners have succumbed to the treachery 
of the ever-changing BWR course. THIS IS NOT A GRAVEL RACE in 
the traditional sense…

This 11th edition of the BWR rolls, clatters, sinks and slides over 
222-km, with more than 88-km of Cali-cobbles spread over 24 
numbered sectors; each with varying degrees of difficulty. The un-
road mayhem begins just 9-km in and Cali-cobble punctuates the 
route thereafter all the way to the finish, with the aforementioned 
Zwartenberg in the middle of the race and the infamous Muur van 
Dubbelberg confronting riders at the 210-km mark.

The BWR CA route, like all the great races, has changed over 
time, but the spirit remains as Belgianesque as ever… incredibly 
hard, festive and something for the fans to celebrate. Each year, 
the earlier additions had more miles and unroad sectors added un-
til the past couple of years where the course was barely altered. 
It is the first of cycling’s five Monuments of Gravel— one the most 
important one-day races on the calendar in the US—and this year 
the course will enjoy its greatest upgrade ever with over a dozen 
new sectors to confound riders.

The headwind blows over these roads and with or without the 
rain the riders who actually make it back to the finish line are often 
caked in mud, dirt, grime and smiles. 

Holding to the notion of ‘Change is Good’, this year’s BWR CA not 
only has some incredible unroad sectors added to its parcourse, it 
has had the longest stretches of Highway removed almost com-
pletely, creating a safer, more Cali-cobble intensive experience 
that is sure to test the world’s top pros in rigorous ways as they vie 
for a chunk of the largest prize purse ever for a ‘gravel’ race. 

The route now has unroad sectors adding up to over 88-kms, 
with these new Cali-cobbled sectors soon to be the most cele-
brated of them all. The removal of the long road/highway sections 
means riders wont have to share the road along side cars, making 
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THE COURSE 
UNVEILS ITSELF 
TO ITS VICTIMS, 
VILLAINS, AND 
VICTORS LIKE THIS: 

For all riders, the most important thing to constantly be think-
ing about is safety. There are new unroad sectors on the course 
that will require caution. This also pertains to going down Black 
Canyon, Highland Valley and any of the downhill sections…

This is how the course will play out on race day. The first two 
or so blocks are neutral as the course leaves North City to Barham 
and over to the first climb of the day with the right turn onto La 
Moree. Essentially, here at 2-km, the race is on. Riders will sprint 
up this first pitch to stay up front and safe, and then race around 
the La Moree stretch over to the CSUSM campus. Once they exit 
the campus and turn left up Twin Oaks Valley Road, the first new 
sector, a climb called Verstandsverbijstering, awaits riders, all of 
whom will already wonder what they’ve gotten themselves into…
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VERSTANDSVERBIJSTERING
 (2-KM)—ROAD

https://www.strava.com/segments/30895500

Verstandsverbijstering translates to mental derangement, but 
the lunacy of this opening road sector has a definitive raison d’être 
that transcends the sheer stupidity of this more than 2-km climb 
of 7% right out of the gate. “And what might that reason be,” you 
ask? Well, there are several—1) to get riders properly warmed up, 2) 
to string things out for the next new sector, 3) to create a safer way 
to get riders strung out for safety.

It’s doubtful a rider could win or lose on the Verstandsverbijster-
ing, but this climb will certainly separate the world class climbers 
from those carrying around a few extra pounds. The separation 
that can occur along here and the ensuing Dubbelberg Twistenweg 
Omgekeerde sector should be cause for real concern for many.

The good news is at the top of this opening climb, riders will 
most likely be with the riders they should be, so groups can form 
later on that are comprised of those equally adept or challenged 
with going up hill.

For some, this newest of sectors will be wholeheartedly wel-
comed, while their more portly rivals will curse, cringe and cry for 
many miles to come as they see their race escape into the dis-
tance. It’s sheer Verstandsverbijstering bewilderment.

ADMONITION: DON’T TRY TO STAY UPFRONT HERE, YOU WON’T 
SUCCEED AND YOU’LL PAY THE PRICE THE NEXT 210-KM.

NEW!



3938

DUBBELBERG TWISTENWEG 
OMGEKEERDE
(3-KM)—UNROAD, DG, CALI-COBBLES, SLIPPERY TURNS, 
DISMOUNT

https://www.strava.com/segments/30895743
The first Cali-cobble sector or unroad, Dubbelberg Twisten-

weg Omgekeerde (DTO), is the reverse of what typically has been 
the final unroad sector of the BWR for many, many years. Like the 
Verstandsverbijstering before it, this one is meant to further string 
riders out for safety and elevate their heart rates beyond what they 
thought was possible at the beginning of a 222-km race.

Not necessarily challenging on its own, though it’s an undulating 
climb to the road, DTO still gains a significant amount of elevation, 
but it is the 30 slippery turns which comprise this sector that make 
it so interesting. For those less-inclined climbers, they will be forced 
to chase through DTO, and if they push it too much, they are certain 
to slide out and pick up their first Cali-cobble dirt rash of the day.

The key here will be to “go slow to go fast” by keeping the rubber 
side down while smoothly negotiating the turns with minimal poor 
line choices. Many, many hours later, riders will be coming back this 
same way, but it will look entirely different. First of all, riders will still 
be seeing double after their Dubbelberg ascent, fatigue will have set 
in hours earlier, and most all of the turns will be downhill, not uphill.

Think of these two opening sectors as the first lap of a cross 
race, where you nail the hole shot, your heart rate hits 200, things 
get strung out, and then one can settle in for the remaining 6-, 8, or 
13-hours of survival mode.

Note: Don’t forget to dismount at the end of this first unroad 
sector. You don’t have enough skill to negotiate the step and turn.

NEW!



4140

HAVENSQUESTENBERG
(3.5KM)—ROAD, CALI-COBBLES, DISMOUNTS

https://www.strava.com/segments/30895864

The BWR has never gone this way before, but most every year 
the course has confronted riders at the end with one final climb up 
to the Muur van Dubbelberg, which begins with the Questhavensber-
gen—all totaled to the top it’s a 9-km climb, but we wont mention that 
yet. The Havensquestenberg takes into account part of the road de-
scent plus the lovely dirt section and the two forced dismounts that 
demarcate the beginning and end of the Questhaven unroad sector.

Havensquestenberg will further string the peloton out after the 
two new opening sectors because of the two forced dismounts, 
which will create slight delays as riders go through them one by 
one and remount. The dirt may also cause concern for some who 
lack the ability to fly down soft, sandy, slippery dirt. There is always 
the option to bunny hop the barriers, but the likeliness of sticking 
it hovers around 5%. Not a calculation worth considering. At the 
exit of this sector riders will find the first Feed Zone. One might 
think this is a bit early for a Feed Zone, but trust us, riders will al-
ready be dehydrated.

Once through the whole of this sector, a left onto the paved Troupe 
d’Elfinberg will offer riders their first real chance to chase in earnest, 
which they can do for the next 20-km… all the way to Lemontwisten-
berg, which alas will no longer be the bottleneck it once was.

Warning: You won’t be able to bunny hop the barriers, so don’t 
even think about it. Now that we’ve shared this, we know some will 
attempt this fool’s errand, so we will have cameras poised to cap-
ture the yard sales for all to enjoy later.

NEW!



4342

TROUPE 
D’ELFINBERG/
HARMONIE BOSJE 
(7.5-KM)—ROAD

https://www.strava.com/segments/30925257

While this combined road sector doesn’t include any dirt, it is 
a beautiful stretch through Elfin Forest and Harmony Grove… per-
haps the most popular stretch of non-coastal North County riding. 
The BWR has never run along this lovely stretch in this direction, 
but riders wont notice much of anything as they attempt to make 
up for the lost time they experienced over the opening climb and 
Havensquestenberg descent.

Elfinberg isn’t a climb in the traditional sense, but it does undulate 
upwards and gain well over 300 feet over its nearly 8-km, but none 
of it is steady. Twisting and turning, swooping and hurling, this sec-
tor will have riders stretched out in a long line; even more elongated 
after the opening mayhem of the first 10-miles. This is the first time 
in the race where things can actually settle in, which may be good 
news for those chasing, but everyone should be wary of burning too 
many matches before even getting to Lemontwistenberg.

Hint: Many a rider will be freaked out by how strung out the race 
already is here, but it is best to temper action with wisdom by set-
ting a good tempo rather than chasing in earnest. It’s just too early 
on to panic. In fact, just give up the ghost and think about surviving; 
think about the children.

NEW!



4544

LEMONTWISTENBERG
(4-KM)—UNROAD, SINGLE TRACK, ROCKS, BRIDGES, 
BOTTLENECKS

https://www.strava.com/segments/11789377
Returning again, this demented dirt detour comes with a twist of 

tartness at a time when you will not be prepared for it. As the third of 

the many dirt sectors of the course, this tarty, tangled and treacherous 

trail confronts those who haven’t done their homework or have never 

watched a Spring Classic unfold. It commences near the famous Lem-

on Twist produce stand along Del Dios Highway and thus gets its name, 

Lemontwistenberg. Keep in mind, this is the first long dirt sector, which 

is often a single that gets clogged as groups of riders come in togeth-

er, so the course before it has been altered to include a climb that will 

strings riders out. Still, get stuck behind a slow dirt rider here and it can 

be difficult to get around them as fast as one would want.

This, the most undulating and twisty of unroad sectors, is extreme-

ly challenging with four-kilometers of single-track trails over sand, clay, 

some water and bridges, with many rocks. It will offer far too many 

challenges for most roadies to get through unscathed. On top of that, 

this section has a nice climb to complete its contribution to the fatigue 

factor, so one should bring their biggest cogs, widest tires and largest 

lungs. And here’s the real twist, you may find there is no longer a group 

for you to hide behind after you make it through this very dirty berg, as 

your lemon will have had much of the juice squeezed from it by the time 

you find pavement, which doesn’t exist for another 20-kms. 

Don’t fret at the end of this unroad sector when there is no longer a 

group of riders with you to hide in, as you trained for this moment of near 

solitude over many months, didn’t you? 

WARNING! YOU MUST GO SLOW DOWN THE HILL TO THE BRIDGE. VERY 
SLOW. HEED THE SIGNS AND VOLUNTEERS.



4746

STUUR UW KAT
(3.2-KM) UNROAD, DG, ROCKS, ABANDONED VEHICLES

https://www.strava.com/segments/23052867

Somewhat new to the BWR, Stuur Uw Kat is a gem of a unroad 
feature. Picking up immediately as riders mutter “good riddance” to 
Lemontwistenberg, Stuur Uw Kat begins with a tight gravel climb 
but descends on a very rocky single track that is sure to make some 
wish they hadn’t signed up for this insanity. In fact, Stuur Uw Kat 
Is a Flemish phrase that means “send your cat,” which essentially 
means don’t show up. Once you make it past the rock gauntlet and 
car wreckage riders will briefly be relieved to find some gravel, but 
they are going to need to take the many gravel turns slowly in or-
der to stay upright. Remember, if you are doing the Waffle, you still 
have 180-kms to go, so stay calm and pedal on, because what is 
going to be thrown at you next will freak you out. It’s almost better 
that you don’t even know what’s coming because you may literally 
want to Stuur Uw Kat. 



4948

KAKABOULET 
OMGEKEERDE
(2-KM)—UNROAD, CALI-COBBLES, ROCKS, BOULDERS

https://www.strava.com/segments/31593319

After sending your cat, you will have an even more ridiculous 
sector to send it through. This one, the Kakaboulet in reverse, fea-
tures necessary dismounts, jumps, narrow trails, water crossings, 
bridges, sand and rocks. Big rocks. Kakaboulet is a nonsense Flem-
ish word used “to express dismay” and offers up its own opportuni-
ty for complete disquiet, discomposure, distress, yes, dismay and 
disrespect of the course creator. It’s but one of many features in 
the BWR that make it so unique and challenging. In fact, it is sec-
tors like Kakaboulet, in either direction, that help the seemingly 
short 222-km BWR route belie its true insanity. 

Rest assured, or rest according, as you have a mile stretch to 
undo your discomposure and prepare for the inanity of the next 
hallmark sector… and that’s right after Feed Zone #2.

WANNA Riders Note: You will climb up Date Lane from here 
and proceed up Del Dios Hwy to Citracado following the Waffle 
and Wafer return routes through Elfin Forest. Skip ahead to Ques-
thavensbergen…



5150

MUURHODGESGATE
(7-KM) UNROAD, ROCKS, CACTI, WATER CROSSING, SAND

https://www.strava.com/segments/23052867 

After the extremely ridiculous succession of previous unroad 
shenanigans up to and along the western edge of Lake Hodges, the 
quintessential dirt sector awaits… 

This is the dreaded place where it all really begins (again). 
Muurhodgesgate is the trickiest, dirtiest, rockiest and most beastly 
stretch possibly on the first 25% of the course until you have to come 
back through it the opposite direction, which is harder. There’s the 
initial gravel, then sand, a super-rutted ascent, the ever-growing 
rock garden, the holes, boulders, cacti, incredible lakeside views 
and a lovely dip in the water crossing that awaits riders who don’t 
follow the perfect line. All of this hits hard and one can’t imagine a 
beat down of this magnitude after only 50-kms. While the scenery 
here is amongst the most picturesque of the entire event, you will 
only notice what looks to be a lunar landscape of rocks with small 
traces of dirt in between them. Pick your line. Don’t let it pick you. 
This is probably where tire choice will matter as much as the tech-
nical unroad riding skills you honed over the spring (see IRC Tires 
website for your rubberized insurance policy). It may be difficult, but 
at least there is another 170-kms of fun to go for Waffleurs. 

It is here that riders will ask themselves two questions: “Why 
didn’t I train more in the dirt?” And, “Why didn’t I train more?” 

Fortunately, riders can search for these answers and more 
at the second Feed Zone, which is strategically located between 
Muurhodgesgate and Kakaboulet. Our suggestion is to be polite to 
the volunteers and stock up. It’s not but many kilometers of unroad 
to the next Feed Zone. 



5352

MIGHTY MULE
 (4-KM) UNROAD, SAND, CALI-COBBLES

https://www.strava.com/segments/17331870 

Right after Muurhodgesgate, the Mighty Mule is merely more 
mischievous misery, to aimfully alliterate. If you have managed to 
transverse the previous Hell of the West unroad sectors, this slen-
der, soft dirt and super sand purgatory confronts riders one-kilo-
meter later. Slipping and sliding their way along this nearly 4-kilo-
meter connector to the next much more brutal sector, riders need 
to make sure their third, smallest chainring is ready for action. By 
the way, Waffleurs and Wafeurs alike get to enjoy the Mule in both 
directions. The first pass-through is called the Mighty Mule be-
cause it’s sightly downhill and riders are still fresh enough to chase 
all those who read all these descriptions, took better lines, didn’t 
flat and trained more in the dirt. On the way back, it’s called the 
Modest Mule because everyone has had the mighty kicked out of 
them. Humility can come in many forms. 



5554

ROOFVOGEL BERGKAM 
(6-KM)—UNROAD, STEEP SINGLE TRACK, DEMENTIA

https://www.strava.com/segments/30925347

The 6-km that will give new definition to the BWR parcourse 
henceforth, at least until later when other new sectors begin to re-
veal a pattern of inane insanity, technical tests and mad as a March 
hare challenges that will tax riders in new and untold ways. 

This diabolical diversion and the first Q/KOD sector, which 
comes on the heels of the Mighty Mule sector, eschews what would 
normally be a stint up Highland Valley, staying along the San Die-
guito River until the trail veers unpleasantly up and way, becoming 
a single track unlike any that has confronted riders before in any 
BWR. As a warning, there are plenty of stretches along this sin-
gle track that hit well over 20 percent, which means riders better 
have the gearing to keep moving forward. Lots of riders wont read 
any of these course details and will be forced to walk their bikes 
along much of the Bergkam climb. If you are caught behind them, 
we hope you will bring a nail file or crossword puzzle, because you 
will be stuck here a very long time.

The Roofvogel Bergkam isn’t a place where the race can be won 
because it’s just 60-km into the race, but by this time riders will 
have already burned so many matches along Verstandsverbijster-
ing, Dubbelberg Twistenweg Omgekeerde, Havensquestenberg, 
Troupe d’Elfinberg/Harmonie Bosje, Lemontwistenberg, Stuur Uw 
Kat, Kakaboulet omgekeerde, Muurhodgesgate and Mighty Mule 
that it will be hard to comprehend there is still 160-km of this kak-
aboulet still to come.

NEW! 



5756

SANDY BANDY 
OMGEKEERDE 
(6-KM)—UNROAD, SAND, DIRT, ROCKS, MORE SAND

https://www.strava.com/segments/30925724

We all love Sandy Bandy, that deceivingly diabolical diversion, but 
this year riders get to do it in reverse… with a Feed Zone at the end. 
Even in this direction, riders get an an unlikely excursion, eschewing 
the heavenly smooth and open road along Bandy Canyon; paralleling 
the same route on a devilish dirt trail that is mostly, you guessed it, 
sand—and this year, with the BWR in spring, it will be the sandiest it 
has ever been for the event. Some would even say quicksand, and its 
depths can create more separation than the Bandy Weg/Highland 
Arendberg climb that follows. When you do fall, make sure to wave 
your hand for one of the marshals to rescue you.

This unroad sector is mostly single track, so it’s very hard to pass 
along any of its 6-kilometers. There are off-camber turns, a rocky 
stretch, and plenty of twists and turns to methodically eat away at 
riders’ energy reserves.

Hint: There is a Feed Zone at the end of this sector. Stop. Refuel 
on Hammer.

NEW! 



5958

BANDYWEG
 (1-KM)—ROAD

https://www.strava.com/segments/974417

Sadistically situated, the Bandyweg may not be long, but it’s 
effective (in burning matches). It is nothing more than a kilome-
ter-long climb, but after the initial mayhem of the first 76-kms and 
however many hours riders have put into their body at this point, 
its steepness will wreak havoc on legs, arms, egos and average 
miles per hour alike. Plus, this one is followed by the longest climb 
of the day, most of the Highland Arendberg. Don’t look across the 
road, there’s a creepy old couch there… you don’t know which cy-
clists took refuge there before you. 

For those with the mettle to still pedal, the peak—after so many 
hours of perversity, which is just a little pitch—gets steep enough 
to destroy much of one’s will. Not to worry, finish the Bandyweg, 
turn left and the Highland Arendberg Kort begins.

Quit shaking Wafeurs, you don’t get to enjoy any of the major 
climbing that’s coming for Waffleurs, as the Wafer route turns right 
instead of left and heads down Highland Valley toward the Modest 
Mule. (Skip ahead to Modest Mule.)



6160

HIGHLAND 
ARENDBERG KORT 
(6-KM)—ROAD

https://www.strava.com/segments/31418222

The longest climb of the day and Q/KOM #1 on the day—the 
cat 2 Highland Arendberg— commences just when riders will have 
stopped to catch their breath after the Bandyweg. 

This six-kilometer climb has some pitchy bergs and peaks out 
at Eagles Crest, and thus the name Arendberg. Still, early on in the 
race, it’s along the Highland Arendberg Kort that riders will have a 
hard time imagining more than 145-kms of masochistic misery are 
still left. Yet, many around will whimper along, praying and maun-
dering to others between labored breaths, “that mountain off to 
the left isn’t where we’re headed, is it?” This is the first Q/KOM sec-
tor of the day. It may be steep in many places, but at least it’s long. 

After the long climb flattens out for a bit comes the first Q/KOS 
of the day: https://www.strava.com/segments/6985148. 

https://www.strava.com/segments/6985148


6362

HEISENBERG’S 
FOREST
(2-KM)—UNROAD, BOOBY TRAPS, RAVENOUS DOGS, CHICKEN

https://www.strava.com/segments/6905126

Soon after the end of the first KOS sector there is a left turn at 
Main St./Julian Road and the route takes another left at Hope St. 
for the Heisenberg’s Forest sector, a more than 2-km stretch that 
is less dangerous in terms of the terrain and more insane in terms 
of the craziness riders might encounter in the drug lord’s ‘hood. 
There are no trees in this forest, by the way.

This dirty detour bumps and grinds through a neighborhood 
with no asphalt to its credit and potholes the size of Volkswagens. 
Should riders be feeling too tired this late or early in the BWR, they 
could easily become a Scooby Snack for one of the local dogs pro-
tecting Heisenberg’s place.

A most unlikely challenge, this fanged and poisonous-tailed 
sector is set near the heart of rural Ramona and allows us to es-
chew the traffic lights of downtown. A dirty detour, it bumps and 
grinds through a “neighborhood” with not a yard of asphalt to its 
credit and potholes the size of a VW bus. If you’re already gassed 
this late (or early) in the BWR and your kick has fizzled, you could 
easily wind up as a Scooby Snack for one of this neighborhood’s 
denizens: a piqued Pit Bull, pissed off Pincher, or Reprobate Rott-
weiler. THIS ONE MAY BE FOR THE DOGS, DAWG, BUT REMEMBER 
THEIR TEETH ARE REAL, REAL SHARP.

NEW! 



6564

HATFIELD KREEK
(3.5-KM)—UNROAD, SAND, DIRT, ROCKS, WATER CROSSING

https://www.strava.com/routes/2946601681108957358

The Hatfield Kreek is an exciting new devious addition to this 
year’s BWR… adding a bit more chaos exactly where it is needed.

We’ve ridden past it most every year, but never considered di-
verting into its unique offering until now. At three and half kilome-
ters, the kreek is a cyclocross course we are employing as much 
for its fun and challenging features as a good way to break up the 
road sectors. This deliberate detour has a bit of everything ‘cross 
racers love; grass, single track, sand, rocks, more sand, dismounts 
and off-camber turns. We’ll add some course tape and a Feed Zone 
here to really break things up.

Hatfield Kreek comes far enough into this 2022 edition’s par-
course that for those chasing it can be an opportunity to close the 
gap. Similarly though, for those down the road, it’s easy to enter 
this sector and disappear into its every funky facet, accelerating 
and exiting the other side with even more of a gap on the way to 
the Zwartenberg.

Riders should be reminded that speed is a friend when riding 
through deep sand. Any hesitation will require a dismount and the 
opportunity to get back rolling will be very challenging. The good 
news is riders who have prepared for this ‘cross course within a 
‘cross course can navigate this entire sector without dismounting. 

While much of Hatfield Kreek runs through the expansive Ra-
mona Community Park—dit is geen picknick—this aint no picnic.

NEW! 



6766

ZWARTENBERG 
KORT
(7-KM)—UNROAD, WASHBOARDS, SAND, KARL’S KORNER

https://www.strava.com/segments/11863562

After surviving the quick sand of Hatfield Kreek and shaking it 
off along the false-flat on Black Canyon’s paved slope, the course 
gives way to something dark and dirty for Waffleurs—the longest 
‘gravel sector’ of the 2022 route. 

Just as the unroad kicks up, riders will be confronted with 
Zwartenberg kort—a decidedly dirty 5-km ascent over wash-
boards, sand and gravel only made worse by the 3-km descent 
after it, which requires going slower down than riders are able 
going up. To make matters even worse (read: BETTER), just after 
the bottom begins the longest, biggest, baddest and beautifulest 
Q/KOD sector of the day featuring 8- kms of the purest perversity 
of the entire course. This new sector will take many more than 45 
minutes to transcend… good thing it’s a remarkably pristine place 
to feel completely alone, because there is no cell service. Sadly, 
many riders will barely notice anything more than the few feet in 
front of them… watch out for cougars, turkeys, cows, bobcats, and 
donkeys, all ready to pounce on the feeble. 



6968

WILDEMAN WILDERNIS
(8-KM)—UNROAD, CALI-COBBLES, SAND, ROCKS, WATER CROSSINGS 

https://www.strava.com/segments/30925844

On any normal year, just adding this one sector to the route would be 

newsworthy, but Wildeman Wildernis is but one of a dozen new barricades 

between riders and the Lost Abbey BWR BADASS Ale that awaits those 

who actually make it to the finish. There is certain to be much celebra-

tion and condemnation for this unzipped sector. Those who love the dirt, 

trained for the technical terrain and are up for a good unroad challenge will 

rejoice. And, there are those just in over their heads, ill-equipped for this 

ever-changing landscape and undertrained for such a difficult day in the 

dirt who will wince, whine, whimper, weep and wail for the entirety of this 

8-km mad hatter of a sector.

Though it’s really only 8-km in length, Wildeman Wildernis will feel in-

credibly long even though it loses 700 feet along its incredibly isolated ter-

rain. While there is plenty of descending, riders will probably end up going 

slower down than they will going up. Speaking of going up, there are three 

distinct climbs within Wildeman Wildernis that are not easy to roll up due 

to the ever changing need to adjust a line through the Cali-cobbles, wash-

boards, sand and ruts. This is the perfect sector for Q/KOD #2.

Warning: This portion of the course is extremely remote and riddled 
with wildlife—lions, ligers, chupacabras and even out of place roadies have 
been seen hanging out here. Sadly, though this will be a popular place for 
riders to finally give up their quest to finish, there is no cell coverage to call 
for help. For the quitters, the next Feed Zone and opportunity to jump in the 
Sag Wagon isn’t for many more miles.

Moral of the story: Don’t enter Wildeman Wildernis if you haven’t spent 

the necessary time practicing your technical skills, didn’t roll the right 

tires or can’t run eight kilometers with your bike on your shoulder. This is 

the Wildman’s Wilderness.

NEW! 



7170

VALLEI VAN DE 
RIVIER 
(4.5-KM)—UNROAD

https://www.strava.com/segments/31161463

After Wildeman Wildernis, the Vallei van de Rivier will feel like 
pure gravel heaven. This splendiferous sector paralleling the San 
Dieguito River is an incredibly well-groomed, wide enough for two 
cars, unroad following the contours of the valley’s terrain. This 
Pamo Valley sector, once a gap in the planned Coast to Crest Trail, 
connects two existing trails in the Cleveland National Forest, the 
Upper Santa Ysabel Truck Trail (Wildeman Wildernis) and the Low-
er Santa Ysabel Truck Trail, Paradijspad, which some day will be 
the greatest feature of any BWR, ever. But not this year. Instead, 
once Vallei van de Rivier is complete an incredibly brutal climb will 
confront riders at just the wrong time.

Vallei van de Rivier doesn’t offer a wide variety of riding along 
it’s five-km stretch, which on the other side parallels the Coast to 
Crest trail that actually has some fun pitches, bridges and undula-
tions, gaining nearly 300 feet, but riders should just focus on the 
seeming ease of this sector. It is a perfect palette cleanser be-
tween the mayhem of Wildeman Wildernis and the devastation of 
The Pamoberg.

NEW! 



7372

THE PAMOBERG 
(2-KM)—ROAD

https://www.strava.com/segments/31158365

What Spring Classic doesn’t have a Berg? Kurne-Brussels-
Kurne has the Kluisberg, Ronde van Vlaanderen has the Koppen-
berg and the Paterberg, and Gent-Wevelgem has the Kemmelberg. 
None of them come close to comparing to the Pamoberg in terms 
of length, steepness and punishment.

The Pamoberg is just over 2-km with a steady 9% grade that will 
sometimes hit 14%, climbing up 650 feet in a short or long burst of 
match burning glory or ignominy depending on how much riders 
have kept in reserve.

The cat 3 Pamoberg could be one of the most talked about fea-
tures of the new BWR course and with a star billing, it should get 
in the head of anyone thinking they can win this thing. This stretch 
deserve to be lined with cheering and drunk spectators, urging rid-
ers on between hearty swigs of Belgian ale from the Lost Abbey.

After hours of battling the undulations, varied unroads and 
headwinds, the Pamoberg will end up being a scene of decisive ac-
tion. It is conceivable riders at the front can lose minutes on the 
inanity of this incline. Even though this steep berg is roughly 64-
km from the finish, it will for sure have a bearing on the compo-
sition of the lead pack as it heads reverse into Hatfield Kreek and 
will leave a mark for anyone in over their head on the day… which 
is most everyone.

Note: This is Q/KOM #2.

NEW! 



7574

HATFIELD KREEK 
OMGEKEERDE
(2-KM)—UNROAD, SAND, DIRT, ROCKS, KREEK KROSSING

https://www.strava.com/routes/2947221884113294098

Riders will come back through Hatfield Kreek in the opposite 
direction back to the Feed Zone. It’s more downhill than up, but it 
still has the sand crossing to contend with, where most riders will 
have to dismount and get their shoes filled with sand while mak-
ing the Kreek Krossing. It’s just another feature to challenge and 
delight. 

Hint: Keep your speed up into the sand and you might make it 
half way across.

NEW! 
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HEISENBERG’S 
FOREST 
OMGEKEERDE
 (2-KM)—UNROAD

https://www.strava.com/routes/2947223839370550034

Riders return to run the gauntlet of Heisenberg where the 
piqued Pit Bull, pissed off Pincher, and reprobate Rottweiler all 
await their return. While they may be tired from chasing thousands 
of riders earlier on the way out, some riders could be so tired that 
even a napping man-eating dog might have enough gumption to 
tear the legs off a struggling cyclist.

These dogs (and chicken) are there merely to remind you what 
Heisenberg wants… “Stay out of my territory.”

NEW! 
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SANDY BANDY 
(6-KM) UNROAD, SAND, ROCKS, SAND, QUICK SAND

https://www.strava.com/segments/17331898

After the longest stretch of downhill on the entire route, which 
starts on Highland Valley and flows all the way down to Bandy Can-
yon where riders will notice the headwind much more, the route 
bottoms out just before the infamous Sandy Bandy unroad sector; 
Q/KOD #2. 

Now a signature sector, this deceivingly diabolical diversion, 
with a Feed Zone to begin with, will take riders on an unlikely ex-
cursion, eschewing the heavenly smooth and open road along Ban-
dy Canyon; taking in the same route in the opposite direction on a 
devilish dirt trail that is mostly, you guessed it, sand—and this year, 
it could be the sandiest it has even been for the event. And, with 
the thousands and thousands of tires that will have churned the 
sand, some would say it’ll become quicksand on the way home, and 
its depths will create more separation than the Bandyweg climb 
that follows. When one does fall, they should make sure to wave 
their hand for one of the marshals to rescue them.

Note: Anyone caught trying to cut the course here will be left 
to the not-so-swift suffocation only quicksand can provide. If 
completed, Sandy Bandy gives way to climbing pain, but not until 
a forced dismount signals the next level of hell has been reached.

“This sand is cold and gritty.” 
“Yeah, and it’s deep, too.” 
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BANDYWEG 
(W/DIRT) 
(1.2-KM) UNROAD, ROAD, DISMOUNT

https://www.strava.com/segments/14738795

Earlier in the race, riders took on the Bandyweg before the long 
Highland Arendberg Kort climb and Q/KOM #1. This time, the sec-
tor begins in the unroad portion and includes the dismount before 
the road climb.

While it is a short climb, it’s steep enough to create gaps, and 
this is why it’s included as Q/KOM #2 of the day.

Warning: Take care with the dismount here as this is a place 
riders tend to cramp and seek refuge on the sofa someone dumped 
across the road at the trail exit. 
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(WAFEURS PICK UP READING AGAIN HERE.)

MODEST MULE
 (4-KM) UNROAD, SAND, CALI-COBBLES

https://www.strava.com/segments/14843004

After safely descending the twists and turns of Highland Ar-
endberg, riders will clamber ever closer back to the wretchedness 
of the rock garden, where another sadistic sand, dirt and rut filled 
unroad eagerly awaits to remind all that there is no such thing as a 
free lunch and life is not fair. Hopefully, riders will be able to gener-
ate enough power at this point in the ride to keep the bike upright 
and moving forward. It’s just over 4-kilometers worth of sand along 
the Modest Mule trail. But not to worry, there’s climbing and worse 
still to come… all into a nasty headwind. 

The Modest Mule is the punctuating point where only the most 
tightly stubborn are able to transcend the misery. 

Hint: This is a good place to start reeling back in the riders that 
couldn’t help themselves from going out too fast. People tend to 
fall apart here and gain some modesty, and thus the name.
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HODGESMUURGATE
(5-KM)—UNROAD, ROCKS, CACTI, WATER CROSSING, SAND

https://www.strava.com/segments/14843036

After a very short paved respite from the energy-sapping dirt 
(unless you stopped for a massage or a coffee at the end of the 
Modest Mule), the headwind that blows across Lake Hodges will ex-
acerbate the difficulty of the dreaded Hodgesmuurgate. 

Now 5-, 6- or 11-hours into this trip, riders won’t quite be able to 
smell the waffles and beer, but they will begin to smell the salt air 
of the Pacific being carried by that pesky westerly wind. One might 
just remember this rocky unroad sector from hell if they’re able to 
hark back so many hours earlier to Muurhodgesgate. Well, now rid-
ers get to climb it, navigate the ever-growing rock garden and do 
so into the worst headwind of the day. At this point, fatigued rid-
ers can make all sorts of mistakes. Simple ones, like choosing the 
wrong line through the water crossing or over the teeth-like rock 
section, can spell doom and destruction. If riders do make it past 
all of these obstacles, there will eventually be another Feed Zone 
to seek refuge at. 

Hint: This sector can destroy wheels, handlebars, saddles, 
spokes and the will to go on.
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KAKABOULET 
(2 KM)—UNROAD, CALI-COBBLES, ROCKS, BOULDERS

Now riders get to face back to back sectors during which they 
may ask themselves if they are getting punked… 

Once again incorporated into this unique event with permis-
sion of the SDRPT Park Ranger, Dave Hekel, Kakaboulet has to be 
the most interesting BWR sectors of them all; for both Waffle and 
Wafer. It barely has any incline to it but bring all sorts of rocks and 
challenges that everybody will have to get off and run their bike at 
some point, even the leaders. 

The varied terrain runs parallel to Lake Hodges and follows 
along its western border until it reaches Hernandez Hideaway, 
which delivers riders to the base of a very steep hill (.The great 
news is that we removed Twistenlemonberg this year because its 
just too far now, removing about 5-miles of very challenging de-
scending and climbing. 

Remember, Kakaboulet is a nonsense Flemish word used “to 
express dismay.” It is short in length and starts just beyond a pleas-
ant but brief asphalt section enjoyed after the rocky mayhem of 
Hodgesmuurgate. Once on this sector, it’s easy to express dismay 
at this most unique sector of the event. There are big cactus, little 
bridges, banked turns, whoops and jumps… and really big rocks. 
There are a series of tricky tense ravines that many will choose to 
walk through, while some will ride, and possibly, not so successful-
ly. Eventually, all must get off and navigate the rocks as though it 
were a cyclocross race. Riders may have to dismount several times 
along this sector. It’s ok… they’ll be really tired anyway. 

Hint: If you think you might not make it, you won’t.
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WANNA RIDERS PICK UP HERE…

QUESTHAVENSBERGEN 
(5-KM)—ROAD, CALI-COBBLES, DISMOUNTS

https://www.strava.com/segments/9290575

Alluring in the most glorious of ways to the Belgian Waffle Ride, 
Questhavensbergen is the beginning of the final climb of the day 
for Waffleurs, Wafeurs and Wannas alike. The 8-km plus climb up 
to 1600 feet (Including Muur van Dubbelberg) commences through 
the Questhaven Retreat of the Christward Ministry. It’s a non-de-
nominational Christian retreat nestled among chaparral-covered 
hills encompassing 655 acres of pristine wilderness with hiking 
trails inviting the worship and experience of God in a beautiful nat-
ural setting. Barely staying upright, riders may struggle through 
this oak- lined canyon and shaded woodland sanctuary, forced to 
focus only on the stress at hand… unable to experience the cen-
tered stillness and quiet necessary for the awakening that lies at 
the top. It is here, many riders will stop to pray. 

Questhavensbergen offers more than any other sector in BWR 
history. If riders make it this far, their eyes, mouths and stomachs will 
be treated to delights of all varieties; the kind that may entice them 
to quit or at least hang out for a while at the Oasis Feed Zone (#9)—
who doesn’t like bacon? Also, riders in the hunt will find the final Q/
KOD category sector: https://www.strava.com/segments/3403787

BE WARNED: THERE WILL BE MANY THINGS HERE THAT WILL 
GET IN THE WAY OF FINISHING OR FINISHING BEFORE DARK. Don’t 
forget to take a picture, eat some bacon or have a lavender spritzer. 

Hey, at least you made it this far. 

https://www.strava.com/segments/3403787
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MUUR VAN 
DUBBELBERG 
(2 -KM)—ROAD

https://www.strava.com/segments/14770219 

If you make it to the top of Questhavensbergen to the right turn 
at San Elijo, congrats, you’ve still got the worst part of the climb in 
front of you. In fact, the Muur van Dubbelberg is the last and worst 
climb of the entire course. 

Double Peak, as some like to call it, gets its name because many 
who attempt it end up “seeing double.” It is the wall that Foreigner 
made famous with their hit song, “Double Vision.” The Muur is the 
final and steepest climb of them all, attaining a grade of 23% at 
one point near the top, which comes very late in the race. It’s cruel 
and unusual and therefore perfectly in tune with our mantra: BTFU! 

Whether one pushes their bike, pedals it or drags it up, at the 
top the most glorious views and the final Feed Zone (#10) await. 
Plus, it’s all downhill thereafter and soon finishers will be lapping 
up the liquid joy of a Lost Abbey BWR BADASS Ale and swearing 
to anyone that will listen, “I will never do the BWR again, but F#@K, 
wasn’t that incredible?” 

Note: If you make it here, you are surely to finish, but please 
take care to go slow on the Twistenweg to ensure your place at the 
finish line.

Another note: This is Q/KOM #3.
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DUBBELBERG CIRKEL 
(.4 KM)—UNROAD

https://www.strava.com/segments/28759794 

After finally making it to the top of Muur van Dubbelberg for the 
photo op, riders have now made it to the final Feed Zone where 
many will see dancing harlequins, cavorting nymphs, Aztec tem-
ples, and all sorts of denizens of the underworld. Alas, refresh-
ment awaits, and so does a mostly downhill run to the finish. After 
the Feed Zone (#10), there remains a not-so-easy diversion to the 
top of the park for the best panoramic view ever. One can even see 
the finish venue from here. This tricky little circuit is the Dubbel-
berg Cirkel and sadly some will have to walk their bikes to the view 
spot. Once this sector is navigated, on foot or two wheels, there is 
a short plunge down to the next dirt sector, so keep the hands on 
the brakes and be ready to slowly make it onto the unroad of Dub-
belberg Twistenweg. 
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DUBBELBERG 
TWISTENWEG
(3-KM)—UNROAD, DG, CALI-COBBLES, SLIPPERY TURNS, DISMOUNT

https://www.strava.com/segments/11629331 

In years gone past, reaching the top of the Dubbelberg meant 
finishing was just a matter of letting gravity do its thing. This sort 
of made the last 15-km or so a bit anti-climactic or worse, it made 
them silly, as the riders dropped on the way up would run red lights 
to catch back on going down (we haven’t forgotten you). 

So once again, we’ve decided to skip the full descent of the Muur 
van Dubbelberg and add in a fun, tricky, twisty dirty trick, forcing 
riders to once again test their gravel grinding skills in a masoch-
istic maze of trails that offer a view of the finish line but provide 
no direct line toward it. At roughly three- kilometers in switchback 
length, this is the zig-zaggiest and perhaps most sickest of all the 
sectors, which riders may remember doing earlier in the race. Dub-
belberg Twistenweg requires skills, sacrifice, singular focus and a 
sense of humor to navigate, as once again the opportunity to walk 
the bike becomes a necessity if any of those things are missing 
from a rider’s repertoire. It may be twisted, but it’s demented, too. 

WARNING: PLEASE GO SLOW HERE OR YOU’LL REGRET THE TIME 
YOU’LL SPEND WITH THE PARAMEDICS WHO AWAIT THE ARRIVAL 
OF THOSE WHO PAY NO HEED TO SUCH ADMONITIONS. 

Once the Twistenweg is completed, a quick left turn onto Twin 
Oaks Valley Road marks a nice plunge down toward the final sector, 
Opwinden, which awaits at the Unroad Expo along with Lost Abbey 
BWR BAADASS Ale. But this last detour can’t be taken lightly.
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OPWINDEN 
UNROAD, BERMS, CHEERING,  
SMELL OF WAFFLES & BELGIAN ALE

https://www.strava.com/routes/2923293174634037850

Ah yes, the end. The finish. The celebration. The Belgian ale. 
The Waffles.

One cannot finish the BWR in 2022 without negotiating the fi-
nal sector, Opwinden, which will be a test of all riders’ cyclocross 
skills and quite possibly the place where the race will be won or 
lost…. all within the confines of the BWR Unroad Expo. Spectators 
will have a view of riders as they come into the expo area, circum-
navigate the tents and booths, to finally end on the grass strip that 
welcomes riders to the finish line at Draft Republic.

This year, with the glorious new venue to accommodate 10,000 
cycling revelers all at once, we have the pleasure of adding this fin-
ishing Kermesse Kross circuit… all in front of the throng of spec-
tators to cheer, cajole, heckle, throw beer and otherwise make life 
more fun. Navigate this sector and the glory of surviving the 11th 
Annual Belgian Waffle Ride is yours. 

Once safely back to the finish, riders can expect a vibrant post 
race festival with live music, lunch from Draft Republic, waffles 
from Gear Grinder Grill, entertainment and lots and lots of beer 
drinking courtesy of the Lost Abbey. 

NEW! 
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FEED ZONES 

There are 10 Feed Zones on the Waffle course (six for Wa-

fer and four for Wanna) to help get riders the proper Hy-

dration and food requirements from Hammer Nutrition 

to finish the event, all of them manned by volunteers giv-

ing their time to make riders’ experiences the best ever. 

We will also have Hyland’s Anti- Cramping Tablets at Feed 

Zones to help riders make it to the finish. 

Hammer Nutrition Products: 

• Heed 

• Endurolytes Fizz 

• Hammer Gel 

• Hammer Bars 

Other food and beverages: 

• Water

• Coke

• Bananas

• Peanut Butter Pretzels 

• Fig Bars 

• Peanut butter & Jelly Sandwiches 
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WHAT DO I GET 
WHEN I REGISTER?
First off, you should get a nice email from us politely asking if you 

bumped your head and maybe made a mistake. Once that is cleared up, 

you will be given a series of emails detailing the course sectors and im-

portant offers from BWR partners, one by one. Many people don’t read 

these and then complain later on that they didn’t know important de-

tails like start time or venue address. Each one offers you a reminder to 

switch to the Wafer or Wanna or simply opt out this year and give your 

entry to a better prepared friend.

In terms of accouterments, every rider will receive:

• BWR swag bag that contains many important items

• BWR branded saddle bag from ALMSTHRE

• Race Number and RFID Tag (for official finishing time)

• BWR Dollars: good for $20 at Draft Republic

• Wrist Band, which that gets you… 

• Pre and Post-Race Waffles and coffee 

• Beer Ticket from the Lost Abbey

• Lost Abbey Ale for all finishers

• Raffle ticket for myriad prizes (must be present to win) 
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TIMING & SCORING:
VERY IMPORTANT!

Our timing and scoring partner is OmniGo! omnigoevents.com

Riders will be assigned a color-coded race number for their bike. The 

color and number of the race number is related to the event they have 

signed up for—Waffle, Wafer, Wanna, Lentz is More, Junior Wafer 

OmniGo! will also have RFID mats out at numerous locations on the 

course, making it impossible for riders to cut the course and claim to 

have done the entire route. This technology will also be used to track lead 

riders for the announcers on the live broadcast feed and finish line an-

nouncements during the Expo. 

OmniGo! will also have the Category segments posted in real time for 

fans at home and at the Expo to see how riders are faring along these 

sub-races. 

Q/KOM: 

https://www.strava.com/segments/31418222 

https://www.strava.com/segments/17376984

 https://www.strava.com/segments/14770219 

Q/KOD: 

https://www.strava.com/segments/30925347

https://www.strava.com/segments/30925844

https://www.strava.com/segments/17331898

 

Q/KOS: 

https://www.strava.com/segments/6985148 

https://www.strava.com/segments/14822477

https://www.strava.com/segments/20480438

http://omnigoevents.com
https://www.strava.com/segments/31418222
https://www.strava.com/segments/17376984
https://www.strava.com/segments/14770219
https://www.strava.com/segments/30925347
https://www.strava.com/segments/30925844
https://www.strava.com/segments/17331898
https://www.strava.com/segments/6985148
https://www.strava.com/segments/14822477
https://www.strava.com/segments/20480438
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HOW DO THE 
CATEGORY
RESULTS 
WORK?

Borrowing from the Grand Tour dynamics that their multiple cate-

gories provide within the overall race, the BWR has several categories 

that riders can vie for: Sprinter (green jersey), Queen/King of the Moun-

tain (red/white waffle dot jersey), Queen/King of the Dirt (orange jersey), 

Hardman/Hardwoman (most aggressive or strongest contributor/blue 

jersey),, GC (overall General Classification winner/yellow jersey), the kU-

DOs Award (the most giving and spirited rider in honor of our fallen friend, 

Udo Heinz/white jersey). 

There are three-timed QOM/KOM Strava segments combined for each 

of these categories: Sprint, Mountain, Dirt. 

Riders with the lowest combined times (per Strava) for these segments 

will be determined the winners. In the event of a tie on time, the rider who 

finished first of those tied will take the honor. 

The GC/Yellow Jersey goes to the female and male winners of the 

BWR. There is a total prize purse of cash and prizes of $50,000 for the top 

five on both genders, plus Juniors for the Wafer.

The Hardman/Hardwoman, kUDOs and Freddie Freeloader distinc-

tions are determined by your fellow riders, who will vote or provide an-

ecdotal evidence after the ride. If you witness someone being naughty or 

nice, please tell the BWR officials. 
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Category Winners will receive:
Custom Category Winner’s Jersey 

BWR Winner’s Sunglasses 

BWR Belgian Ale Chalice 

CATEGORY AWARDS

Waffle Finishers will receive :
750ml Lost Abbey BWR BADASS Ale (trophy) 

Bragging rights

Wafer Finishers will receive:
750ml Lost Abbey BWR KAKABOULET Ale (trophy) 

Bragging rights

Wanna Finishers will receive:
12 ounce can of Lost Abbey WANNABEE(R) Ale 

Opportunity to level up to the Wafer in 2023

SURVIVOR AWARDS
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Top Five Overall (GC) Female and Male 
Finishers will receive money: 

WOMEN:

1ST—$5,000

2ND—$4,000

3RD—$3,000

4TH—$2,000

5TH—$1,000 

MEN:

1ST—$5,000

2ND—$4,000

3RD—$3,000

4TH—$2,000

5TH—$1,000 

WOMEN:

1ST—$1,000

2ND—$700

3RD—$400 

4TH—$250 

5TH—$150 

MEN:

1ST—$1,000

2ND—$700

3RD—$400 

4TH—$250 

5TH—$150 

JUNIOR WAFER:
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PHOTO
OPPORTUNITIES

There will be several places on the course where riders will need to 

tighten their butts and suck in their guts for the camera. These stra-

tegically placed purviews along the course will allow the BWR Shutter-

bugs to capture riders in their full glory, whether it’s face planting in the 

Muurhodgesgate water crossing, popping at wheelie at the top of Muur 
van Dubbelberg or smiling brightly along the Modest Mule. 

It is our endeavor this year to capture as many smiling faces and then 

share them with all riders via photo galleries that will be posted online 

almost immediately after the event. (Photos of water crossing failures, 

double peak, smiling riders, riders popping wheelies, dirty faced riders) 

Riders can access the photos here:

04-30-22 Belgian Waffle Ride California—Saturday: 

www.finisherpix.com/e/5041

05-01-22 Belgian Waffle Ride California—Sunday: 

www.finisherpix.com/e/5043

http://www.finisherpix.com/e/5041
http://www.finisherpix.com/e/5043
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THE BWR
EVENT
RULES 
(and here are the rules):

1. All Entrants must line up in the “official” start line area – Entrants may 

not start in front of this area;

2. All Entrants must properly enter the Start lineup, and may not cut in 

line, climb over barricades, or in any other way improperly enter the 

Start area;

3. All Entrants must properly wear a CPSC-approved helmet; 

4. All Entrants must not cross a solid yellow line, whether double, or 

single on their side of the road (a no-passing zone);

5. All Entrants must show and practice good sportsmanship – un- 

sportsmanlike conduct of any kind is prohibited; 

6. All Entrants must obey Police, Bike Patrol or other Event Officials; 

7. No Entrant may ride with, or receive support from, unregistered 

cyclists (bandits);

8. No Entrant may draft, hold onto, or catch a ride in any motorized 

vehicle; 

9. No entrant may utilize a motorized or power-assisted bicycle nor may 

a bicycle have such devices attached. All bicycles must be powered 

solely by human force; unless entered into the e-bike category. 

10. All Entrants must cycle the full official route, as described on the 

official route map. Entrants may not short cut the official route, and 

are responsible for knowing and following the official route;

11. All Entrants must stay behind, and not pass, the lead vehicle; 

12. All Entrants must wear their rider numbers, which must be easily 

visible; 
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13. Headsets covering or blocking both ears are prohibited, i.e., I-pod-

type stereos or other devices;

14. Aero-type and other similar auxiliary handlebars are prohibited. This 

includes “tri-bikes” with otherwise unremovable aero bars. Please 

remove them prior to the ride [no tribikes]. 

15. All Entrants must depart the start line of the Event before the last 

official vehicle (trail vehicle) has left the start line;

16. All Entrants must show courteous behavior to Volunteers, Event 

Officials, and Police, and obey their instructions while refraining 

from passing lead vehicles anywhere along the route, especially the 

Neutral Zone at the beginning; 

17. All Entrants must obey traffic control officers & personnel, and traffic 

control devices & signs, unless otherwise directed by an Official;

18. All Entrants must read and know California State bicycle laws, and 

must yield to emergency vehicles at all times, even if the road is 

closed; 

19. All Entrants must give the right of way to other road users, including 

bicycles and motor vehicles, when legally required to;

20. All Entrants must stay to the right of cones set up at intersections 

unless directed otherwise by Police or Event Official(s);

21. All Entrants must bicycle single file, when possible unless the road is 

closed to motor vehicle traffic (any road closures will be announced 

on Event day), or a police escort is provided;

22. Support crews/non-Official vehicles may meet and provide support 

to their Entrant(s) but may, not follow Entrants on the Route;

23. Any Entrant riding after sunset (7:45 pm) must have legal lighting: A 

white headlight visible at least 500 feet ahead and a red rear reflector, 

preferably 2′′ or more in diameter; 

24. All Entrants who drop out of the event must notify an Event Official, 

by informing an Aid Station Director or calling the Event Hotline phone 

number. Be sure to give your rider number;

25. Entrants not finishing the course by 8:20 pm will not be official 

finishers but can continue on the route as long as they have the legal 

lighting on their bikes to be riding after sundown; 

26. All Entrants must follow these steps at the Finish line: 1) Slow down 

after you pass the finish line under the banner, 2) Allow the finish 

chute crew to check your official rider number, 3) exit the finish chute.

27. Rule Enforcement & Procedures: 1) Police, Event Officials, and Bike 

Patrol will identify any Entrant who violates traffic laws or Event 

rules for possible disqualification. 2) Those so identified will be 

reported to the Rules/Results Committee, who will investigate and 

deal with each violation on a case-by- case basis, imposing penalties, 

including disqualification, as indicated. 3) Any Entrant may report 

rules violations and present supporting evidence at the Registration 

booth/tent at the Finish Line. All such reports must be in writing and 

must be turned in within 15 minutes of the posting of the event results 

or by 7:00 pm the day of the Event, whichever is later. 

28. Belgian Waffle Ride is finished at 7:45 pm local time and all course 

support will be closed. Any Entrants still on the Route will be asked 

to stop and will be afforded transportation to the Finish line by Event 

Officials and/or event volunteers. 
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29. Entrants are solely responsible for all their items of personal 

belongings. The event is NOT responsible for any items of personal 

belongings whatsoever, whether lost, stolen, placed at a Feed Zone or 

information station, placed with an Official or volunteer, or misplaced. 

Do not leave your belongings with any volunteers, staff or officials. DO 

NOT LEAVE YOUR BELONGINGS UNATTENDED. 

30. The Belgian Waffle Ride will not be canceled or postponed. It will go 

on through rain, sleet, snow or heat wave – Be Prepared!
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FAQ
HOW CAN I VOLUNTEER FOR SUCH A FUN EVENT, SINCE I CANT RIDE?

How many volunteers does a race with 5,000 people in it require? The 

answer is way more than you can imagine and thus we are humbly seeking 

your contribution to this most unique event… please contact 

jim@monumentsofcycling.com to become a valuable member of the 

team and get free swag, food, beer and the feeling of warmth only being in 

service to others can provide. It really is a fun and unusual day out. 

WHERE CAN I FIND EVENT UPDATES?

Information will be emailed out to our email list. Ad-

ditionally, all information can be found and accessed on 

our website at: https://belgianwaffleride.bike   

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Belgianwaffleride   

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/belgianwaffleride 

CAN I DO THE EVENT ON MY MOUNTAIN BIKE?

The event is possible on a variety of bicycles including mountain, road (San 

Diego only), E-Bike (Wafer), tandem and ElliptiGO—but choose your weapon 

wisely and a good gravel bike like the Canyon Grail is recommended. 

We do have the Lentz is More MTB category for the Waffle in honor of our 

friend, Kevin Lentz, who lost his life while riding his bike and being struck by 

a criminal driver. You can switch to this event, if you like. It’s for BAD ASSES 

like Kevin. 

https://belgianwaffleride.bike
https://www.facebook.com/Belgianwaffleride
https://www.instagram.com/belgianwaffleride 
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HOW DO I KNOW IF THE WAFFLE IS TOO MUCH FOR ME TO SWALLOW?

We’re gonna tell you right now, it’s probably too much for you to take on, 

honestly. Sorry. Sure, it’s only something be 222-km, but 88 of those will 

be in dirt, rocks, sand, water or gravel. Only 60% of starters might finish 

the event because they either don’t have anyone to ride behind, flat too 

many times or in most cases, just didn’t train enough. 

We recommend getting out and doing some ten-hour rides with as 

much climbing and dirt as possible, so you can really see if your body is up 

to such a challenge. Then add in lots of riding over rocks, through water, 

popping a wheelie and fixing flat tires.  

IS THE WAFER REALLY ONLY HALF AS FILLING?

The Wafer is maybe be a bit harder than doing half of the Waffle. Its 

dirt-to-road ratio is a tad higher, and the course is slightly longer than 

half the Waffle. In short, the Wafer is a tough day on the bike… for anyone. 

WHAT IF I CHANGE MY MIND ON HOW MUCH I CAN STOMACH?

Have no fear, we can always move you from the heroic Waffle start line 

to the Wafer until the day before the event, and we won’t even post about 

it, make fun of you, or otherwise make you feel small for biting off more 

than you can chew. So many people do it—hopefully not you though—that 

there will be a line of Waffle to Wafer contenders at the expo (heads hang-

ing in shame). Just kidding about that last bit. 
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A PRO’S GUIDE TO 
BWR CALIFORNIA
by Eddie Anderson

The Belgian Waffle Ride has  a special place in my heart.  

In many ways, this is the race that launched my career.  

When the opportunity to line up at BWR in 2019 pre-

sented itself, I jumped on it quickly.  With no prior gravel 

racing experience, I lined up at the 2019 BWR San Diego 

without big expectations, but I finished the day in second 

place closely behind Pete Stetina. 

As with any gravel race, equipment choice at BWR Cal-

ifornia is critical.  At the start, you will notice a wide array 

of bikes ranging from lightweight road racing machines 

to robust gravel bike setups.  That diversity is part of what 

makes gravel racing so special, and even crazier is that 

any of those bikes could cross the finish line first.  
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BIKE OF CHOICE FOR COMFORT & CONTROL: 

CANYON GRAIL

Riders who seek the utmost comfort, however, should look no further 

than the Canyon Grail.  Boasting aggressive, gravel-specific geometry the 

Grail is a great choice for any gravel race, and will provide more comfort, 

control, and confidence than the Endurace.  Although either bike might 

be victorious on race day, outfitting the bike with proper equipment is 

just as important as the bike itself. 

BIKE OF CHOICE FOR COMFORT & SPEED: 

CANYON ENDURACE

Through my own experience at BWR, however, I have found my ideal 

setup to be the Canyon Endurace as it strikes an amazing balance be-

tween comfort and speed.  Compared to a road bike, the bike’s frame 

compliance provides the necessary forgiveness over bumpy terrain and 

its geometry puts riders in a comfortable position for the long day in the 

saddle, while still being lightning fast on the paved sections.  

https://www.canyon.com/en-us/gravel-bikes/all-road/grail/https://www.canyon.com/en-us/road-bikes/endurance-bikes/endurace/

https://www.canyon.com/en-us/gravel-bikes/all-road/grail/
https://www.canyon.com/en-us/road-bikes/endurance-bikes/endurace/
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TIRE CHOICE

With so many road sections, a fast-rolling tire is key for success, but 

one must strike a balance between lightweight/fast-rolling and dura-

ble.  A flat tire is the slowest tire, and there are plenty of opportunities to 

puncture on even the first single track sector.  Additionally, too narrow a 

tire and you risk breaking traction or getting bogged down in sandy sec-

tions.  I have found that 35cc slick tires strike this balance nicely.  With so 

many road sections, I start with my tires at 50-55psi, knowing that they’ll 

probably be 65psi when I finish, given the large temperature swing.

SADDLE/POST CHOICE

Finally, being such a long day in the saddle, comfort is key.  This year, I 

plan to outfit my race bike with the Canyon S25 VCLS 2.0 Seatpost.  Pete 

Stetina did this last year, and boy was I envious…  I ride this post on my 

Grail and the added comfort is a game-changer.  The post smooths out 

the ride when seated over bumpy terrain, and I don’t notice any loss in 

efficiency when cranking on the pedals.

NUTRITION CHOICES

Finally, a solid nutrition strategy is paramount to success at BWR.  “Eat 

early, eat often” I tell myself; if you’re hungry, it is almost always too late…  

I try to smooth out my consumption by taking in 80-90grams of carbo-

hydrates per hour in the form of solids and liquids.  If your stomach can 

handle a high carb/calorie drink mix, that is a great option as it is easy to 

neglect eating in the stressful first hour.  Besides drink mix, my main fuel 

sources are 4Gold bars and gels.  I try to avoid gels until the final 1.5-2 

hours of the race to avoid any possible stomach issues.  Like anything, 

however, your gut is trainable and it is important to practice and develop 

your fueling strategy prior to race day.  

 

FUN: THE ONLY CHOICE

The Belgian Waffle Ride California will always be one of my favorite 

and most memorable events.  Although my result in 2019 may have been 

the springboard for my cycling career, I am excited to return to the “most 

unique cycling event in the country” for years to come.  One thing is for 

sure, it certainly lives up to that slogan.  I hope to see you there!

Eddie Anderson
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WHICH IRC TIRES SHOULD I ROLL?

Just like your Canyon bike decision, the IRC tire choice is critical… 

even more so. In fact, tire choice and air pressure are the two most criti-

cal decisions you will have for race day. If your bike is the sword, your tires 

are the shield. Too little shield, you flat or fall over or get stabbed. Too 

much shield and your sword becomes more unwieldy. 

Fortunately, the BWR has IRC as its official tire partner. IRC has an in-

credible array of tires to choose from for your weapon. They can prove to 

be the best protection you can afford yourself come judgment day. 

The last BWR was ridden on everything from 25mm to 57mm tires. This 

year, most pro riders will end up rolling 32mm, whereas the general popu-

lation will roll 36mm tires, though we suspect there will be throngs riding 

38mm and wider. The Wafer has a higher dirt-to-road ratio and folks tend 

to roll wider tires on the whole for this shorter event. 

You can choose between a host of tires depending on how comfortable 

you are in the dirt (as in you race ‘cross as a cat 1) or your bike’s ability to 

accommodate either wider or taller tires. Your tire choice may be affect-

ed by what your bike can roll with. Lots of road bikes can’t handle even 

28mm tires and certainly not the incredible IRC Boken tires that have be-

come so popular for gravel racers these days. 

IRC’s SeracCX Sand 30mm is the optimal tire for those looking to ride 

in the front of the peloton. IRC has every possible option for you from 

the lightest, most durable 23mm tubeless tires to 2.6” indestructible 

MTB tires.

Pick your protection here!

https://ircbike.com/pages/bwr
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WE WERE BUILT FOR THIS. 

YOU WERE BUILT FOR THIS. 

INTRODUCING THE SPECIAL 
EDITION SPINERGY GXX 
“BWR” WHEEL FOR ALL THE 
@BELGIANWAFFLERIDE 
ENTHUSIASTS OUT THERE.

GET YOUR OFFICIAL WHEELSET NOW AND RECEIVE 
A FREE WHEEL BAG WITH YOUR PURCHASE!

HTTPS://WWW.SPINERGY.COM/PRODUCTS/GXX-BWR-EDITION

https://www.spinergy.com/products/gxx-bwr-edition
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IS THERE ON-COURSE SUPPORT?

One of the great features of the Belgian Waffle Ride is the sheer amount 

of support the race receives from BWR Staff, Event Partners who own 

all the Feed Zones, volunteers, teams, colleges, fraternities, sororities, 

schools and bike-minded people who want to give back to the commu-

nity. You will find these lively Tifosi all over the course on race day. There 

are 10 Feed Zones on the Waffle course (6 for Wafer and 4 for Wanna) to 

help get riders the proper Hydration and food requirements from Hammer 
Nutrition to finish the event, all of them manned by volunteers giving their 

time to make your experience the best ever. We will also have Hyland’s 
Anti-Cramping Tablets at Feed Zones to help riders make it to the finish. 

There will be six on-course support vans out on the course, roving 

throughout all the waves. There will also be Wrench House roving me-

chanics on e-bikes throughout the 24 off-road sectors. These mechanics 

will have most everything with them to help stranded cyclists who choose 

the wrong weapon or shield.  

THINGS TO AVOID?

As with any race day, don’t try something new. If you haven’t tested it 

out, don’t try it on race day. That goes for the tires as much as it does for 

the food you eat and the things you drink. WE HOPE YOU’VE BEEN PRAC-

TICING YOUR WAFFLE EATING!

Additionally, don’t get in over your head at the beginning by going out 

too fast. It’s a long day, so pace yourself. You have all day to pass people 

who cut you off on the single track on the first dirt sector. Hold your rage 

in and when you finally pass them later on, tell ‘em to hold your wheel as 

you slowly, yet firmly throttle the hell out of the next dirt section. In short, 

don’t get emotional; stay smart. Often times, in the dirt, you will find the 

need to GO SLOW TO GO FAST, which essentially means staying upright at 

the places that require a little extra care to navigate. There’s a lot of those 

sections in the BWR. 

Mostly, go slow on the downhill dirt sectors, especially Lemontwist-

enberg (both ways), Zwartenberg, Sutherland Damberg and Dubbelberg 

Twistenweg. There will be signs, but please note you need to go down all 

dirt hills SLOWLY. 
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LOGISTICS:
The 2022 Belgian Waffle Ride Unroad Expo

Here’s where to go:

BWR UNROAD EXPO
287 Industrial Street

San Marcos, CA 92096

DRAFT REPUBLIC
255 Redel Road

San Marcos, CA 92096

START LINE
285 Industrial Street

San Marcos, CA 92096

EARLY BIRD WEEKEND PARKING 
(only 500 spots)

PS2

295 June Way

San Marcos, CA 92096

PARKING
CSUSM Lots X, Y & Z

333 S Twin Oaks Valley Rd.

San Marcos, CA 92096
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HOW CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT THE COURSE?

The first time the official course will be revealed in detail with explic-

it instructions and insights is at the VIP event at North City on April 28, 

2022. Hopefully you already booked your own tickets to this event. The 

media and pros will all be at this event and there are some tickets still 

left to get access to this really fun event. We will have pro interviews and 

mingling. The course will be revealed in great detail for all those in atten-

dance of this special event and on Facebook Live. VIP PARTY TICKETS 

HERE. 

You can also learn more about possible sectors by following this ac-

count on Strava.

WHAT IF I DO NOT LIKE WAFFLES?

Blasphemy! Trick question as even though the Belgian Waffle Ride will 

make you cringe and suffer, everyone loves waffles!

HOW MANY WAFFLES SHOULD I EAT?

The average amount of calories burned over the course of the Belgian 

Waffle Ride equates to seven Double-Double burgers, four cheeseburg-

ers, two chocolate shakes and three orders of animal style fries or a total 

of 9,140 calories. In terms of waffles, you would need to consume more 

than 30 waffles from the Gear Grinder Grill in order to not have a calorie 

deficit on race day. We recommend about three before and, sure, bring 

one along for the ride. You will also note when you return—60% of the 

riders who start the BWR actually finish—that nothing goes better with a 

Lost Abbey Belgian Ale than a Belgian waffle from Gear Grinder Grill (ex-

cept for maybe bacon, but you can have that, too).

AM I ALLOWED PERSONAL SUPPORT ON THE COURSE?

NO, you are NOT. You will be forever banished in ignominy for cheating. 
For safety and fairness, no one is allowed rolling support during the 

ride from unofficial people and riders are not allowed to ride with other 

riders who are not registered participants. You CAN get a hand-up from 
someone standing on the course.

We’ve had people jump in vans during the race and get driven up to the 

leaders before (yes, we know who they are). We’ve had people hold on to 

the back of a truck on certain climbs (yes, we know who they are). We’ve 

had imbecilic drivers take their vans on the dirt sections of the course 

and nearly take out riders during the race just so they could help their 

friends cheat (yes, we know who they are). 

If you are seen getting any support from non-official vehicles, you will 

be DQed on the spot. We encourage the riders out on the course to also 

share with us any dubious activities they witness. Riders who break these 

rules will also suffer the ignominy of being exposed to the throngs of rev-

elers at the awards ceremony. Some will receive the Purple Jersey, a dis-

tinction no rider can ever live down. 

https://www.bikereg.com/belgian-waffle-ride-california
https://www.bikereg.com/belgian-waffle-ride-california
https://www.strava.com/clubs/belgianwaffleride
https://www.strava.com/clubs/belgianwaffleride
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LAST REMINDERS:

• The winner of this year’s event will take around 6 hours and thirty min-

utes to complete the course. This means for most it’s an 10-, 12- or 15-

hour day on the bike. The official cut off time will be 8:20 pm, allowing 

roughly 13-hours to officially finish. 

• The tires you are thinking of riding may not be wide enough, get some 

IRCs. Whether you go with knobby 28mm, 32mm or even wider tires, 

IRC will be at the BWR Expo for you. 

• There are many dirt sections you need to go slow down. There will be 

signs of CAUTION, but just take each one of these sections slowly.

• There are 10 official Feed Zones, with tons of hydration and food 

products from Hammer Nutrition, as well as myriad other food like 

substances bananas, cookies and salty things, plus water and Cokes. 

No one should go hungry or thirsty. Remember this is as much an eat-

ing contest as it is a bike race. Fuel yourself accordingly. Waiting to 

the Oasis never works out well, but there is usually bacon there. 

• If it does rain, the course terrain could be altered a little, but don’t 

worry about it. Do worry about your bike’s ability to have mud accu-

mulate in the fork or rear wheel well and still roll. Clearance will be 

critical. 

• Wrench House and many others will be providing neutral support on 

the road and gravel portions of the route. There will be multiple vehi-

cles, plus we will have additional support vehicles, filming and provid-

ing rolling assistance. Wrench House is providing trail support on the 

Lake Hodges and Mule sectors, both ways. 

• The leaders will have CHP officers escorting them through the inter-

sections. 
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• All traffic laws must be obeyed unless directed by an officer. Riders 

should ride as far to the right as safe to do. Crossing over the double 

yellow line is cause for immediate disqualification. 

• Be courteous to all your fellow riders. Point things out. Communicate. 

Be friendly. Share the work. Enjoy meeting new people and show 

them the best side of you.

• Parking is available in all areas labeled in the map below. There is also 

plenty of overflow parking across the street at CSUSM. Please use 

this to guide your race day arrivals. 

• Packet Pick-Up for registration is from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm on Fri-

day, April 29, 10:00 am to 6:00 pm on Saturday, April 30. YOU WILL 

NEED A PHOTO ID to redeem your packet. Unfortunately, your friend 

can’t pick your things up for you, but they can share your beer.  

WHAT IF I HAVE TO DROP OUT?
There will be a phone number for you to call on your race bib if you are 

stranded. This is the phone number: 619-408-1650
Bring your phone with you on the ride. 

There is also a SAG Wagon to pick up riders and transport them back 

to the finish.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I FLAT?
We think the question is, “What happens when I flat?” 

Be prepared to change your own tires, but we will have so many me-

chanics and on-course race support that you should be back rolling in no 

time. Make sure you are rolling the IRC tires for best results.

WHERE ARE THE FEED ZONES?
They are strategically located at 10 locations on the Waffle course ( 

six for Wafer, 4 for Wanna), usually every 20 miles or less. As the course 

wears on, the Feed Zones become more frequent.

Feed Zones will have Hammer hydration & gels, and water, plus all 

sorts of different food-like substances. Some stations will have Coke and 

salty substances, like bacon or pretzels. All stations will have enough wa-

ter and Hammer Nutrition for all. 

I’M NEW TO THIS GAME, IS THERE ANY 
ADVICE YOU CAN SHARE WITH ME?

Run, run away now. Either that or roll away now. Roll as often as you 

can, through dirt, rocks, gravel, even cacti, just to prepare yourself for 

the mayhem of the BWR. Make sure to eat and drink more often than you 

think you should and start consuming early. Be friendly to everyone, es-

pecially all the volunteers who are out there giving their time to help you 

have the best experience. 
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SAVE UP TO 20% 
ON YOUR FIRST  

PROBIKEKIT ORDER
 

Enjoy low prices and great deals on bike components, 

clothing, wheels, tyres and accessories from the world’s 

best road cycling & mountain bike brands.

Shop now and use the code WAFFLE

https://www.probikekit.com/offers/belgian-waffle-ride.list
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ONE MORE THING:

“CHOOSE YOUR CANYON”
B I K E  G I V E A W A Y  F O R  S D M B A

Quick Facts:
• A $10 donation gets you ONE entry!  

• A $20 donation gets you THREE entries! 

• $1000 gets the generous donor 150 entries!  Boom!

• First Prize: $4,000 shopping spree for the Canyon bike of your dreams

• Second Prize:   Canyon Spectral Young Hero Bike  (or the equivalent 

value, $2299. 00 USD towards any Canyon Bike)

• DONATE by May 1, 2022 at 1:00 p.m. PST  

• The Monuments of Cycling, creators of the world-famous Belgian 

Waffle Ride, invite you to help reach our goal of $50,000 to support 

two amazing local non-profits from our cycling community during 

this campaign.   The San Diego Mountain Biking Association works on 

local trail improvements and advocates for more and better trails for 

mountain biking.  Sprockids San Diego provides mountain biking pro-

grams for youth throughout the county with fun clinics, after school 

programs and more.  

• Winner will be drawn at 3 p.m. PST on May 1, 2022 at the BWR Podium 

Awards Ceremony at North City in San Marcos

MONUMENTS OF CYCLING  has partnered 
with Canyon and San Diego Mountain Biking 
Association to bring you this opportunity to 
win a Canyon of your choosing!
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https://sdmba.givingfuel.com/choose-your-canyon
https://sdmba.givingfuel.com/choose-your-canyon
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